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ABSTRACT 

We present, a feasibility st,udy of t.he time cleveloplllellt of Hj; - Hj) a11<1 
B,O - B,O mixing in 2 ’ deca,ys produced with a polarized e1rc.t 1’011 bc~~aln a.ncl 
measured by the SLD. A high electron bea.m polarizat ioll a11t1 gootl \.ertes 
detection ,capability are essential for this mea.surement. 

1. Inttibduction 

B” - B” mixing is one of the most important topics ill higll energ!’ 
physics. It gives essential information about. I\;oba~~aslli-~,Iaslia.~~a matrix 
elements containing b-quark. Time-integrat.ed measurements of Bi - Bri mixing 
were made by AR.GUS [l] a,nd CLEO [2] on the Y(A s) slat?. ‘l‘h(~~. determined 
the time-integra.ted proba.bi1it.y of Bi - Bi mixing (10) to 1)~’ --I 7%. \vhiclr 
t,ransla,tes to a Bi mixing rate, .~d E (am/I’)~; of 0.7. ~1‘1-1~ Standard filodel 

indicates tl1a.t a. Bi mixing ra.te, a, = (nn?/I’),, is greater tl1a.n -,5. Fol 
s, >> 1, a time-integrated measurement of Bi - Elk: mising is iuseiisi t i1.e to s,? 
so a measurement of the time development of Bt - fif mising is necessan.. To 
date there has been no time-development measurement of’ eit IICT By - kl: 01 

8: - Bi mixing. 

The measurement of the t,ime-developlllelIt of B”-B” mixing 1)~. the SLD 
is based on several key fea.tures of the SLD/SLC: 1) ’ I ‘g. 1 d al e ‘ol~\~~~I~tl-I~~~li~\~~~tl 

_ asymmetry ( AFB) of eSe- -+ 2’ --+ bb with a longitudinall>~ polarized electroll 
beam produced by the SLC; 2) excellent SLD \.ert.ex detection capa.bilit). 
in conjunction with small SLC bea.m sizes; and 3) escellellt SLD pa.rticle 
identification capability[3].Th ese features pla.ce the SLD in a unique position 
to me&i& the time-development of Bi - Bf mixing as well as that of By - Bj 
mixing. 
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2. The SLD 

A detailed description of the SLD is given in Reference [A]. Here we 
briefly describe the SLD vertexing system, a vertex det.ector (VXD)[5] a.nd a 
central drift chamber (CDC), which play essential roles ill tl~is B” - R” lllising 
study. 

The VXD, which is based on CCD technology wit,11 22 /lm square pixels, 
is located just outside the beam pipe and has inner ra.dius of 2.5 cm. It 
has excellent three-dimensional tracking capability, with a local resolution of 
6 pm in (x,y,z). The CDC surrounds the VXD and provides charged pa.rticle 
tracking. A combined fit using both VXD and CDC informat,ion is performed 
for vertex finding and gives impa.ct resolutions of oky = 113 3 7O/(pdm) 

and ax”,’ = 52 69 7O/(p&X) (pm), where the sum is ta.ken in yua.drature. 
In addition to these devices, a C%erenkov ring ima.gillg d(~l~tor (<‘RID)[6]. 
surrounding the CDC is used for a particle identificatioll. 

The SLD took data from Februa.r\: through Septenlber of lYY1! a.nd 
collected about 11,000 2’ decay events produced with a longit uclinall~~ polarized 
electron bea.m and a.n unpolarized positron beam from the SLC’. An a\.erage 
electron beam polarization of 22% and bea.m size of ( 2.2.650pm) in (s,y,z) a.t 
the interaction pbint were achieved. Preliminary results of t.11(, SLD \,ertexing 
system,are,given in Reference [‘il. 

3. Time development measurement of 11’ - B” mixing 

A mea.surement of the time-development of H” -H” noising is possible 1’~. 
ma.king use of the excellent vertex reconstruction ca.pabilit>. of t 11(> SLI> a11cl the 
large AJTB of the b-quark with a highly polarized elect ran l)ca111 (.4)./j - 7’O’Z 
for P,- = 100% compa.red with APB - 10% for P,- = 0%). 
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Figure 1. A chain of t,wo decay vertices in the react.ion C’C- --+ %” -+ /~“~~“. ‘l’h~, 13 meson 

decays into a D meson. 

In this study, we use an improved AFB, AFB(~). for b-quark production 
to tag the B” or the Do at t = 0 in the forward directioll. .AFH(~) is defined: 

where NF(~) a.nd ,4/~(b) p re resent. the number of e\‘cnts wit 11 forward-going 
a.nd backwa.rd-going b-qua.rks, respectivel\r, and L( 11) i~~pixw~i11s t Ile eveiit s 
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produced with left(right)-handed electron beams, respectively. This asymmetry 
maximizes the effects of polarization and the number of available events. In 
order to measure the time-development of the B” - B” mixing, we actually 
measure A,,(B’) instead of add as a function of the proper decay time of 
B”. One has A,,(B’) = AFB(~)(~ -2x) h w ere x is the mixing probability 
of B” + B”. Thus, instead of tagging both B’s, we can do a. single B” tag 
experiment to see if a B” decays as B” or B” in the eS beam direction. 

For a Monte Carlo study of B” - B” mixing, we generated bb events 
using the JETSET 6.3 Monte Carlo program[8] with added information on 
non-zero B” lifetimes and mixing rates, and finite detector resolution. We chose 
Xd = 0.68, x, = 10 and (cq)go = 405pm as input parameters, and assumed 
measurement errors of (AL)Bo = 200pm in the B” decay 1engt.h measurement 
and (AE/E)B~ = lo?’ o in the B” energy measurement[g]. 

Table 1. Assumption of efficiencies of the B” tagging p recess. 

Tagging process Efficiency (YZ) 

Find a, chain of two decay vertices 30 

Separate B* from B” 80 

Identify B” or B” 40 

Separate Bi and Bi SO(B,o), 20( B,O) 

Total efficiency W,oL W,o) 

For inclusive B” or Do decay identification, we make use of the SLD 
vertexing system. It consists of several steps[lO]: 

1. Looking at events with two consecutive decays, such as B meson decay. 
followed by D meson decay (Fig. 1) for ta.gging a. bb event.. 

2. Counting the total charge at, the B vertex to separate B* from B”. The 
average cha.rged multiplicity at the B vertex is espectccl to 1~~ :3..5. so 
charge counting is fairly reliable. 

3. Identifying the lepton charge out of either the B or U \.ertes to identify. 
B” or B”. B” produces 1 + at the B vertex and I- at the D vertex. Thus 
a single lepton tag is enough to identify B” or B”. 

4. Counting the number of kaons in the decay cha.in t,o separa.te Bi 
from Bj decay. Bi tends to produce two ka.ons, one from the 
ii + Z ---f S decay chain, the other from the spectator s in the 
Bi. On the other hand, Bj usually produces only one ka.on in its 
d,ecay chain. In this step, the CRID must be used t,o identif!. kaons. 

Our assumptions for the efficiency of each step are listed in Table 1. 
Figure 2(a) shows the distribution of AFB(B~) as a function of t,he 

proper decay time of the B” with an event sample of about 1,600 tagged I3; 
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Figure 2. Distributions of AFB( @) as a function of the proper decay t.ime of t.he B” with a) 

about 1,600 tagged Bi events for p,- = 40% and ~d=O.68. The solid line indicates the result 

of a fit: Zdfi’ = 0.76 f 0.10 with X2/dof=10.7/25. b) about 1,000 tagged Bt events for 

Pi- = 40% and Zd=lO. ZLi’ = 9.2 f 0.5 with x2/dof=3.5/13. c) about ZOO t.agged @ 

events for P,- = 80% and 5d=lO. xii’ = 10.0 f 0.7 with x”/dof=lO.9/13. 111 these figures. 

- the width of the shaded area shows the assumed detector resolution. 

events with P,- = 40% and q=O.68, corresponding to 10’ ha.dronic 2’ decays. 
The timedevelopment of E$ - Bj mixing can be clearly seen with this event 
size and polarization. This oscillation measurement is our goa. in the 1993 
SLC/SLD run, in which we expect at lea.st 5 x lo4 hadronic 2’ decays with 
40% electron beam polarization. 
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Figure 2 b) shows the same distribution of AFB(B~) for about 1,000 
tagged Bt events with P,- = 40% and x,=10. This event sample corresponds 
to lo6 hadronic 2’ decays. A measurement of the time development of B,f - Bi 
mixing can be seen with this number of events with P,- = 4OYo if X~ is 
not much greater than 10. We note that detector resolution is critical for 
x9 > 10. Collecting lo6 hadronic 2’ events is, however, optimistic considering 
the current luminosity of the SLC. 

Figure 2 c) shows the same distribution of AFB( Bt) for about 200 tagged 
Bf events with P,- = 80% and x,=10. This number of tagged Bt events 
corresponds to 2 x lo5 hadronic 2’ decays. Oscillation of Bi can be seen with 
the limited event size for P,- = 80%. A measurement of the time development 
of B,O - Bt mixing will be feasible with a higher polarized electron bea.m in the 
SLC. 

4. Summary 

We performed a Monte Carlo study of the time development. of B” - @’ 
mixing in decays of 2”s produced with a polarized electron beam. A 
measurement of the time development of Bj - Bi mixing will be possible with 
less than lo5 2”s with P,- = 40% in the 1993 SLC/SLD run. A measurement 
of the t$me. development of Bt - Bf mixing will be possible with 2 x 105Zo’s 
with pe- = SOY0 if x’s < 15. This could be achieved in fut 11re high polariza.t.ion 
SLC/SLD runs. 
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